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Abstract: One of the key elements of future 5G and beyond mobile technology is millimeter-wave
(mmWave) communications, which is targeted to extreme high-data rate services. Furthermore,
combining the possibility of a wideband signal transmission with the capability of
pencil-beamforming, mmWave technology is key for accurate cellular-based positioning. However,
it is also well-known that at the mmWave frequency band the radio channel is very sensitive to
line-of-sight blockages giving rise to unstable connectivity and inefficient communication. In this
paper, we tackle the blockage problem and propose a solution to increase the communication
reliability by means of a coordinated multi-point reception. We also investigate the advantage of this
solution in terms of positioning quality. More specifically, we describe a robust hybrid analog–digital
receive beamforming strategy to combat the unavailability of dominant links. Numerical examples
are provided to validate the efficiency of our proposed method.
Keywords: 5G positioning; coordinated multi-point; mmWave MIMO; beamforming; blockage

1. Introduction
To tackle the exponential increase in data traffic, use of millimeter-wave (mmWave) spectrum
(30–300 GHz) is gaining more popularity. In fact, mmWave communication is expected to be
one of the key components for future 5G system [1]. Ultra-wide band transmission and massive
multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) techniques at the mmWave frequencies not only contribute in
achieving giga-bit wireless access, but also provide accurate positioning capabilities because of higher
temporal and angular resolution [2]. Thus, unlike the legacy communication systems, positioning will
be an integral feature of mmWave based radio-access-technology (RAT), for example, mentioned in a
recent 3GPP study [3].
Widely adopted positioning methods rely mostly on conventional techniques, such as on
time(-difference)-of-arrival (ToA/TDoA), angle-of-arrival (AoA) and received-signal-strength (RSS).
The key idea is based on estimating the positioning parameters, such as distance, angle or both from
two or more base stations (BSs) [2,4]. Related work showed that massive MIMO with full-digital
beamforming architecture can provide sub-meter level localization accuracy for both sub-6GHz
frequencies [5] and mmWave frequencies [6]. However, full digital solutions are costly and power
inefficient when the number of antennas become large due to high power consumption by ADC/DAC
and other RF components. Thus, alternative approaches based on all-analog or hybrid structures are
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needed in practice. Commercially available mmWave hardware features phased-array of antennas
with limited number of baseband processing chains [7]. Existing work with such hardware constraints
is limited. For example, author of [8] considered Wi-Fi access-points (APs) and localized users with
three or more APs, using the conventional triangulation techniques.
In contrast to most prominent localization methods based on signals from two or more BSs,
mmWave RAT can accurately estimate user’s position with the single BS by processing orthogonal
pilots in different analog beams [9,10]. The author of [9,10] provided closed-form expressions for
the Cramér–Rao Lower Bound of the achievable localization accuracy, considering point-to-point
communication. Author of [11] studied trade-off between positioning quality and achievable
throughput with the increasing training overhead for single-user case and extended to multi-user
scenario in [12], while the authors of [13,14] investigated the rate-0positioning trade-off for different
beam training strategies. Similar trade-offs are also drawn in [15] for different bandwidths and power
splitting factors between positioning and communication.
The mmWave channel is characterized by “quasi”-optical propagation properties [1], thus the
main contribution to communications is from the line-of-sight (LoS) path. However, dominant paths
are also susceptible to blockage due to relatively low diffraction and higher penetration loss [16],
which results in loss of connection and gives rise to unreliable communication. To solve these problems,
one possible solution consists of coordinated multi-point reception, whereby enabling each user to
have concurrent connections with multiple BSs for better communication robustness [17]. Coordinated
transmission/reception has been well studied in the literature over the past decade, mostly under the
context of Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced mobile communication systems [18–20].
Widely adapted techniques, such as coordinated beamforming and multi-point selection are included
in 3GPP standards [21] and are currently deployed in 4G systems to enhance network capacity and
cell-edge performance. However, localization in the conventional systems were solely based on the
dedicated technologies such as Global Positioning System (GPS) and Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS). Recent studies show use of coordinated multi-point techniques in the mmWave
wireless access [22–25], which not only improve coverage and capacity, but also provide more robust
communication capabilities. In addition, mmWave technology is also capable of performing accurate
user positioning by means of directional beamforming and higher system bandwidth, as shown
in [9–12] with the single BS.
In [22], the author analyzed the coverage performance improvement by serving a user with
multiple geographically separated transceivers. Network capacity and coverage gain are also shown
in [23], for the heterogeneous systems using stochastic geometry tools. The authors in [24] presented
a low complexity cooperation method for the joint transmission, wherein the set of coordinating BSs is
obtained by selecting one strongest BS in each tier and extended it in [25] by explicitly considering the
impact of blockage density in multi-tier heterogeneous network. Despite the coverage and/or capacity
improvements obtained because of multi-point connectivity, as shown in [22–25], it is yet unclear how
concurrent connections with multiple spatially distributed transceivers improve the quality of user
experience by providing better positioning quality and achievable user-rate. In this paper, we explore
the viability of using coordinated multi-point reception for mmWave based localization and improving
the connectivity in the presence of random link blockage. In particular, we focus on time-synchronous
conditions, where each user is concurrently communicating with multiple spatially separated receivers.
We show that mmWave and massive MIMO with the multi-point connectivity not only contributes
in achieving high data rate but also provides more reliable connectivity and accurate positioning
capability. The main contribution of this paper are:
•

•

We derive the CRLB for localization in a mmWave based multi-point connectivity scenario,
which is subsequently solved to obtain the lower bound on positioning accuracy across spatially
distributed receivers.
We reformulate closed-from expressions for the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) and provide
insight on the dependence of different parameters on the achievable positioning quality.
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We provide a robust receive beamforming strategy that can retain a stable connectivity to combat
the uncertainties of mmWave channel.
We validate the performance of the formulated theoretical bounds via extensive numerical results,
i.e., quality of positioning and achievable user-rate with the joint reception.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide system architecture
and explain the performance metrics. In Section 3, we describe calculation of positioning accuracy
using CRLB. The numerical results are presented in Section 4. We give our conclusions in Section 5.
2. System Model
We consider uplink in a mmWave based multi-user single-input–multiple-output (MU-SIMO)
wireless access, with K single antenna transmitters (users) and B receivers (Base Stations, BS). The set
of all users is denoted as K = {1, 2, ..., K } and B = {1, 2, ..., B} is the set of receiving BSs. Each BS
is assumed to be equipped with a uniform-linear-array (ULA) with NR isotropic receive antennas,
each antenna with the gain of 0 dBi and the spacing between two adjacent elements is set of λ/2,
where λ is the wavelength corresponding to the operating frequency.
The problem formulation and proposed method, presented in this paper, are general and can
easily be applied to any receive beamforming architecture. However, in this paper, we restrict our
analysis to the case when each BS is equipped with an array of antennas and connected to the
single baseband processing circuit. However, the analog front-end at each BS supports both antenna
specific amplitude scaling and phase-shifting due to antenna specific amplifier and phase-shifter.
Thus, one active analog beam in a specific spatial direction can be generated for a given time by
appropriate phase and amplitude scaling to each antenna element at each BS. We consider coordinated
multi-point reception, whereby all coordinating BSs concurrently receive and coherently combine
a time synchronous signal from each active user during baseband signal processing. All BSs are
connected to a common baseband-processing-unit (BBU), in the edge cloud by using zero-delay and
finite-capacity fronthaul links, as illustrated in Figure 1. BBU performs all the digital signal processing
functions, such as resource allocations and joint decoder design for the coordinated reception, over all
connected BSs assuming full-CSI of the equivalent channels at the output of analog beamformers
(concatenation of analog beamformers and channel vectors).
The two-dimensional (2D) location of bth BS is denoted by qb = [qbx , qby ]T ∀b ∈ B and location of
kth user is give by pk = [ pkx , qky ]T ∀k ∈ K. It is assumed that the location of all BSs qb ∀b is fixed and
known, while location of all users, pk ∀k is not known.
2.1. Channel Model
Due to spatially sparse nature of the mmWave channels, because of relatively higher path-loss
and low-scattering in comparison to sub-6GHz frequencies, they effectively have “quasi”-optical
propagation properties [1], where the line-of-sight (LoS) path is the dominant link that mainly
contributes to the communication. For simplicity, we omit the potential NLoS components due
to lack of multipath fading, and define the channel between a BS-user pair (b, k) is simply as
hb,k = gb,k a R (φb,k ) , ∀b ∈ B , ∀k ∈ K ,

(1)

ϑ/2
where gb,k = hb,k d−
b,k , in which hb,k represents the complex gain of dominant LoS link with
zero-mean and unit-variance, db,k is the distance between BS-user pair with path-loss factor of ϑ,
and a R (φb,k ) ∈ C NR denotes receive antenna array response vector for angle-of-arrival (AoA) φb,k with

[a R (φb,k )]m = e j

2πd ( m −1) sin ( φ )
b,k
λ

, m ∈ {1, 2, ..., NR } .

(2)

It should be noted, because of the higher penetration and path loss [16], mmWave channel between
any BS-user pair can be categorized in two states: LoS or blockage. A channel is in blockage state, if the
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dominant link between a BS-user pair is not available because of some obstacle or resulting path loss is
sufficiently high to establish communication. The blockage state is modeled as hb,k = 0 NR x1 , ∀b, ∀k.
The LoS state is defined in Equation (1), assuming perfect beam-alignment.

𝐩𝑏 = 𝑝𝑥𝑘 , 𝑝𝑦𝑘
𝐪𝑏 = 𝑞𝑥𝑏 , 𝑞𝑦𝑏

T

T

Fronthaul
Link

Edge
Cloud

Figure 1. Uplink Communication system model showing receivers (BSs) and transmitters (users) with
the LoS link and random blockers.

2.2. Signal Model
This section provides a generic signal model for system architecture shown in Figure 1. For the
simplicity of analysis, we assume that each transmission frame is of duration T f and is divided into
two non-overlapping phases: training and data, as illustrated in Figure 2. Training phase of duration
Tt is reserved for channel estimation and obtaining best receive beams from each BS to each MS. While
the UL users are transmitting their pilots for UL training, each BS independently scans through the
set of receive beams wb ∈ Wb , where Wb is the fixed receive beamforming codebook of bth BS and
each receive beam can be selected through a switching circuitry. Unless stated otherwise, we use
superscripts d and p for the variables related to data and pilot, respectively. The pilot signal for user k
and BS b during the training phase of duration Tt for a given receive beam wb can be written as
p

p

H
yb,k (t) = wH
b ( t ) hb,k xk ( t − τb,k ) + wb ( t ) nb ( t ) , ∀ k, ∀ b ,

(3)

where wb (t) ∈ Wb is the analog receive beamforming vector at time t from BS b, obtained
by both amplitude scaling and phase-shift to each each antenna element. The propagation
delay τb,k = kqb − pk k/c is computed for the dominant LoS link with c denoting the speed
of light, and nb (t) ∀b is circularly symmetric additive-white-gaussian-noise (AWGN) with
power-spectral-density of No . Finally, continuous time signal xk (t) has bandwidth Bt and duration T
RT
with 1/T 0 | xk (t)|2 dt = Pk , ∀k.
The reminder of duration Td is used for uplink data reception using a fixed analog beam at each
BS. For simplicity, we assume full-cooperation scenario, i.e., all BSs receive signal from all active users
in the system. However, in practice, the maximum number of coordinating BSs associated to each
user is always limited because of path-loss with the distant BSs, finite capacity of fronthaul links and
corresponding signaling overhead with the BBU.
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Figure 2. Communication over the frames of duration T f , each with a training phase of duration Tt .

2.3. Performance Metrics
The system design aims at providing more robust uplink data reception while improving the
localization accuracy of each active user using the coordinated multi-point reception. To evaluate that,
we have considered two performance metrics: positioning accuracy and effective user-rate, i.e., Qk and
Rk ∀k, respectively.
2.3.1. Positioning Accuracy
Positioning accuracy for each user k can be determined by the position-error-bound (PEB),
computed using the Fisher-information-matrix (FIM) [9]. Assuming the full-cooperation scenario and
receive beam wb ∈ Wb of each coordinating BS b is used in a time-sequential way. Then, the PEB for
kth user, Qk is computed as
r
Qk =

σ2k + σ2k ,
px

(4)

py

where σpk and σpk are obtained from the inverse of FIM Jk for kth user [9,12], which includes the Fisher
x
y
information on the user’s location and corresponding channel coefficients, as given in Equation (28).
The construction of FIM matrices Jk ∀k and detailed derivation for the PEB calculation is provided
in Section 3.
2.3.2. Effective Throughput
It should be noted that, as each BS is equipped with a single baseband processing circuit, only one
analog beam can be generated in a given direction. Furthermore, the beam remains fixed for the
complete data reception phase Td . Therefore, aligning the directional beam towards one particular
user will results in comparatively poor SNR to all other active users. However, to efficiently utilize
the full-cooperation gain, we need to provide comparable SNR to all active users. To do that, we first
obtain a compromise receive beam w̄b ∀b by the superposition of best receive beams of each user and
that can obtained by applying appropriate phase-shifts and amplitude scaling to each antenna element,
given by
w̄b =

∑ wb

(k)

.

(5)

k

(k)

where wb denotes the best receive beam for kth user from bth BS measured during the training phase
Tt . It should be noted that, forming such superposition beam in the analog domain requires both
amplitude and phase scaling per antenna element. Therefore, unlike in the plain single beam DFT
beamforming, the superposition beams, in general, may not satisfy the uni-modulus constraints on
beamforming coefficients. However, uni-modulus constraint can be imposed using the Kronecker
decomposition [26], which is left for the future work.
The received signal of kth user is given by
ydk (t) =

∑

d
f b,k w̄H
b hb,k xk ( t − τb,k ) +

b∈B
d
= fH
k h̄k xk ( t − τb,k ) +

∑

k0 ∈K\k

∑ ∑

b∈B k0 ∈K\k

d
f b,k w̄H
b hb,k0 xk0 ( t − τb,k0 ) +

d
H
fH
k h̄k0 xk0 ( t − τb,k ) + fk n̄ ( t ) ,

∑

f b,k w̄H
b nb (t) ,

(6)

b∈B

(7)
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where the effective channel h̄k = [h̃1,k , h̃2,k , ..., h̃ B,k ]T , in which h̃b,k ∈ C is obtained by concatenation of
analog beamformer and actual channel. Entries of the effective channel are defined as
h̃b,k = w̄H
b hb,k , ∀ k, ∀ b .

(8)

Similarly, n̄(t) = [ñ1 (t), ñ2 (t), ..., ñ B (t)]T , in which ñb (t) = w̄H
b nb ( t ) , ∀ b. Finally, fk =
[ f 1,k , f 2,k , ..., f B,k ] is user specific digital post-combiner.
Assuming perfect-CSI of the equivalent channel at the output of the analog beamformers,
the effective rate for kth user, Rk is then computed as



Tt 
Rk = Bd 1 −
log2 1 + γk (B) ,
Tf

(9)

where signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) γk (B) for user k ∀k is obtained as
2
| fH
k h̄k | Pk
2
2 2
∑k0 ∈K\k |fH
k h̄k0 | Pk0 + k fk k σ

 −1
2
H
= h̄H
h̄k Pk ,
k σ I + ∑ Pk0 h̄k0 h̄k0

γk (B) =

(10)

k0 ∈K\k

assuming linear MMSE receiver, fk is computed as

fk = σ2 I +

∑

k0 ∈K\k

Pk0 h̄k0 h̄H
k0

 −1

h̄k Pk ,

(11)

where Pk is the maximum uplink transmit power of user k and σ2 = No Bd is the noise power over the
signal bandwidth.
In the reference scenario without BS cooperation (or digital post-combiner), each user is only
(k)

assigned to the closest BS and served with the best matching analog beamformer wb , whereas all
other users are treated as interference. In this case, the corresponding SINR is given by
( k )H

γk =

|wb
(k)

∑k0 ∈K\k |wb

H

hb,k |2 Pk
(k)

, ∀k, ∀b .

(12)

hb,k0 |2 Pk0 + kwb k2 σ2

From the above explanation, we can observe the impact of full-cooperation on achievable user-rate
and system reliability. For example, use of fully-coordinated multi-point reception will improve system
reliability, as all the active users will be connected to all coordinating BSs. However, this will result
in lower estimate of the received SINR, because of the compromised receive beam at each BS, which
intends to collects signal from all active users rather than focusing the beam towards a specific user at
a time. However, the reduced analog beamforming gain can be compensated by efficient joint decoder
at the common BBU. Conversely, the non-cooperation scenario, where each BS serves only one closest
user for uplink data reception, provides relatively higher estimate of the received SINR because of full
analog beamforming gain. However, overall system will be more vulnerable to outage, because of the
single point connection.
Clearly, there is tension between achievable analog beamforming gain and reliable connectivity
for each user. Our goal here is to understand and quantify this trade-off and provide its affect on the
localization accuracy.
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3. PEB Computation and Channel Estimate
In this section, we elaborate on computation of PEB using CRLB. The CRLB provides a lower
bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator of the unknown parameters [27]. In other words,
when the CRLB is attained, variance of an estimator should be at least as high as the inverse of Fisher
information. For the calculation of PEB, Qk ∀ k, we implement a two step approach: First, we obtain
FIM for the channel parameters by aggregating the information obtained through scanning all analog
receive beams wb ∈ Wb of each coordinating BS b ∈ B , during the training phase Tt . Then, we perform
bijective transformation to compute these bounds in the position domain and obtain PEB. Finally,
we provide channel estimate using the PEB.
3.1. FIM: Channel Parameters
Let us define vector of unknown channel parameters as
T

T

η = [ τ T , φT , g R , g I ] ,

(13)

where η ∈ R4BK consist of vectors of delay τ, AoA φ, real part of channel coefficients g R and
imaginary part of channel coefficients g I , such that τ , [τ1,1 , τ1,2 , ..., τB,K ], φ , [φ1,1 , φ1,2 , ..., φB,K ],
R , g R , ..., g R ] and g I , [ g I , g I , ..., g I ], respectively. Then, the FIM J ∈ R4BK ×4BK is
g R , [ g1,1
η
B,K
B,K
1,2
1,1 1,2
structured as


Jτ,τ
Jτ,φ Jτ,gR
Jτ,g I
J

 φ,τ Jφ,φ Jφ,gR Jφ,g I 
(14)
Jη = 
.
JgR ,τ JgR ,φ JgR ,gR JgR ,g I 
Jg I ,τ Jg I ,φ Jg I ,gR Jg I ,g I
We have adopted orthogonal pilots allocation scheme, where each active user is assigned
uncorrelated pilot signals. In addition, each BS independently scans all receive beams and collects
respective Fisher information. The receive analog beamforming codebook at each BS consists of
DFT steering vectors; further, AoA of each active user can be considered distinct because of random
user distribution. Under these assumptions [28], the FIM in Equation (14) can be approximated by
the block-diagonal matrices. In particular, we can independently estimate, without any loss in the
performance, the unknown parameters of each user with respect of each BS.
For the conciseness of mathematical representation, but without loss of generality, we can reorder
the unknown channel parameters in Equation (13) as
η = [η1,1 , η1,2 , ..., ηB,K ] ,

(15)

where ηb,k represents the channel parameter for user k with respect to BS b, given by
R
I
ηb,k = [τb,k , φb,k , gb,k
, gb,k
],

(16)

and the corresponding FIM Jηb,k ∈ R4×4 , portioned into sub-matrices, is given as

Jηb,k

Jτb,k ,τb,k

Jτb,k ,φb,k

Jτ

Jτ


 Jφ ,τ
 b,k b,k
=
 JgR ,τ
 b,k b,k
Jg I ,τ

Jφb,k ,φb,k

Jφ

Jφ

Jg R

Jg R

Jg I

Jg I

b,k

b,k ,φb,k
b,k ,φb,k

b,k

R
b,k ,gb,k
R
b,k ,gb,k

R
b,k ,gb,k
R
b,k ,gb,k

I
b,k ,gb,k






 .
JgR ,g I 
b,k b,k 
Jg I ,g I
I
b,k ,gb,k

b,k

(17)

b,k

Each entry in Equation (17) is computed as
Ja,b ,

1
σ2

Z T
0

<

n ∂u∗ (t) ∂u(t) o
∂a

∂b

dt ,

(18)
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where u(t) is the noiseless part of the received signal during the training phase, given by
p

ub,k (t) = wH
b ( t ) hb,k xk ( t − τb,k ) , ∀ k, ∀ b .

(19)

In the following, we provide main steps to derive first entry in Equation (17) for the brevity.
The exact derivations all other entries follow the same procedure, therefore are omitted due to lack of
space. Assume that the average symbol power is one and the total transmit power Pk with the equal
power split per sub-carrier. Then, the OFDM symbol can be defined as
r
x (t) =

Pk
N

N

∑ e j2πn∆ f t ,

(20)

n =1

with ∆ f = 1/T and N is total number of sub-carriers. Using Equation (19), the noiseless received
signal rn at nth carrier can be written as
r
rn

=
r

=
r

=

Pk
N
Pk
N
Pk
N

N

∑ wHb hb,k e− j2πn∆ f τb,k

n =1
N

∑ gb,k wHb aR (φb,k )e− j2πn∆ f τb,k

(21)

n =1
N

∑ gb,k qb,k e− j2πn∆ f τb,k .

n =1

As given in Equation (18), to derive the expression for the first entry Jτb,k ,τb,k of the FIM in
Equation (17), first we need to compute ∂τ∂ rn , given as
b,k

∂
rn =
∂τb,k

r


Pk 
− j2πn∆ f gb,k qb,k e− j2πn∆ f τb,k .
N

(22)

Using Equation (22) in (18), Jτb,k ,τb,k is computed as
Jτb,k ,τb,k =

Pkc
| g |2 (2π∆ f )2 n2 |qb,k |2 ,
σ2 b,k

(23a)

following the same steps, all other entries in Equation (17) are computed as
Jφb,k ,φb,k

=

Jφb,k ,τb,k

=

Jτb,k ,φb,k

=

Jg R

=

Jg I

=

R
b,k ,gb,k
I
b,k ,gb,k

Pkc
| g |2 |q̇b,k |2 ,
σ2 b,k
Pkc
∗
<{ gb,k
qb,k q̇∗b,k } ,
σ2
Pkc
∗
<{ jgb,k
qb,k q̇∗b,k } ,
σ2
Pkc
| q |2 ,
σ2 b,k
Pkc
| q |2 ,
σ2 b,k

(23b)
(23c)
(23d)
(23e)
(23f)

H
H
NR xNR is a diagonal matrix
where qb,k = wH
b a R ( φb,k ) and q̇b,k = a R ( φb,k ) Db,k wb , in which D ∈ C
c
with the lth entry given by D (l ) = jπ (l − 1)cos(φb,k ). Pk = Pk /N is the power per sub-carrier from
user k, ∆ f is inter-carrier spacing and n denotes the sub-carrier index in the OFDM frame. All the
remaining entries in Equation (17) are zero.
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3.2. CRB for Position
CRLB for the position is computed from the inverse of FIM Jη̄b,k corresponding to positioning
R , g I ].
parameters η̄b,k = [ pkx , pky , gb,k
To do that, we first obtain position parameters from
b,k
channel parameters, using the geometric relationship between a BS-user pair [12], as illustrated
in Figure 1. For user k and BS b, parameters ηb,k and η̄b,k are related as: τb,k = kqb − pk k/c,
cos(π − φb,k ) = ( pkx − qbx )/cτb,k and sin(π − φb,k ) = ( pky − qby )/cτb,k . Let, Tb,k ∈ R4×4 be the
bijective transformation matrix for BS b and user k, thus Jη̄b,k can be computed as
H
Jη̄b,k = Tb,k Jηb,k Tb,k
,

where
Tb,k ,
in which

∂ηTb,k
∂η̄b,k

1
c cos ( π − φb,k )
− 1 sin(π − φ )
 kqb −pk k
b,k


Tb,k = 


(24)

, ∀k, ∀b ,

(25)

1
c sin ( π − φb,k )
1
cos(π − φb,k )
kqb −pk k

0
0

0
0


0 0
0 0

 ,
1 0
0 1

(26)

Finally, the FIM for kth user, Jk ∈ R4×4 , which includes the Fisher information on user location
and corresponding channel coefficients, is obtained as
Jk =

∑ ∑

b∈B wb ∈Wb

Jη̄b,k (wb,k ) .

(27)

and the entries in Equation (4) are calculated as
1
σp2k = [J−
k ]1,1 ,
x

σp2k
y

=

1
[J−
k ]2,2

,

(28a)
(28b)

It can be seen from Equation (27) that the positioning accuracy improves with the increase in
the number of sounded beams during the beam training phase, as more Fisher information leads to
better localization accuracy and, thus, lower PEB. Further, joint reception not only facilitates Fisher
information from spatially distributed receivers, but also ensures one or more dominant links to each
user, even in presence of random blockers.
3.3. Channel Estimation
The interpretation of the PEB in Equation (28) provides a computationally efficient channel
estimate by selecting one point in the PEB region, as shown in Figure 3a. Since the position of each
BS qb ∀b is fixed and known, therefore, knowing the lower bound on the user’s location and then
assuming one possible location within the bound, an estimate of the channel between each BS-user
pair (b, k ), can be computed as
ĥb,k = ĝb,k a R (φ̂b,k ) , ∀b ∈ B , ∀k ∈ K ,

(29)

where ĝb,k , is estimated complex gain for the dominant LoS link and a R (φ̂b,k ) denotes receive antenna
array response vector for estimated AoA φ̂b,k between bth BS and kth user. Once knowing the
estimated user’s location p̂k , we can easily compute φ̂b,k using cos(π − φ̂b,k ) = ( p̂kx − qbx )/cτ̂b,k
where τ̂b,k = kqb − p̂k k/c. Finally, real and imaginary parts of channel coefficients can be computed
1
−1
directly from [J−
k ]3,3 and [ Jk ]4,4 , respectively.
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Figure 3. An example system model with: (a) communication system with |B| = 2, |K| = 2 with exact
user’s location and corresponding PEB; (b) receive beamforming codebook Wb ∀b with cardinality
(1)

|Wb | = 16; (c) receive beamforming w1 for BS-user pair (1, 1) for the non-cooperation scenario; and
(d) compromise superposition receive beam w̄1 at BS-1.

4. Simulation Results
This section provides numerical results to demonstrate positioning quality and achievable spectral
efficiency with respect to different simulation parameters. In particular, we analyze the impact
of fully-coordinated multi-point reception on the estimation accuracy and rate performance and
compare it with the BS-selection method, where each active user is only assigned to the closest BS.
We also evaluate localization accuracy and provide insight on the dependence of different simulation
parameters on the achievable positioning quality. We further provide performance in-terms of spectral
efficiency and corresponding outage with the compromise receive beam, evaluated over the increasing
link-blockage probability.
4.1. Simulation Setup
We consider uplink in MU-SIMO wireless communication system with the flat-fading idealized
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) frame, which consists of equally spaced
sub-carriers with the inter-carrier spacing of ∆ f = 120 kHz and operating frequency is set to 28 GHz.
Furthermore, each frame of duration T f = 10 ms consists of 1120 symbols, which is aligned with the
5G new-radio (5G NR) numerology [29].
We assume B = 2 BSs with NR = 16 receive antennas. The BSs are placed at opposite corners with
the inter-site distance of 50 meters and connected to a common BBU by the fronthaul links with finite
capacity and zero delay. Assuming the acquired-CSI from the analog beam sweeping, BBU implements
one of two methods: multi-point reception or BS selection. For the multi-point reception method
|B| = B, i.e., all coordinating BSs coherently receive uplink data signals with the compromise receive
beam w̄b ∀b from all active users and the corresponding SINR is defined in Equation (10). While in the
BS selection method |B| = 1, i.e., each user is assigned to the closest BS for uplink data reception with
full analog beamforming gain, whereas all other user are treated as interference and the corresponding
SINR is defined in Equation (12).
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We assume, each user transmits orthogonal pilots in uplink during the training phase, from which,
each BS independently scans through the set of receive beams wb ∈ Wb ∀b. Without loss of generality,
we adopt DFT codebook based analog beam training. Then, analog beamforming codebook of BS b is
with the cardinality of |Wb | = NR , ∀b. Each analog beam during the beam training phase is assumed
to be estimated from four OFDM pilot symbol, where each symbol is spread over 127 equally spaced
sub-carriers (inspired by the synchronization signal block (SSB) numerology in 5G NR [29]). Therefore,
with |Wb | = 16, each frame will have a training overhead Tt = 64 symbols, while the reminder of
duration is reserved for communication.
Unless stated otherwise, we assume K = 2 with the random user distribution, each user with
its own channel properties, such as channel gains with the path loss exponent ϑ = 2 and AoA with
respect to each BS. For simplicity, both users are assumed to have the same maximum uplink transmit
power, i.e., Pk = Pt ∀k, which is equally divided among all sub-carriers. An example system model
is illustrated in Figure 3 for Pt = 10 dBm. All simulation results are averaged over 5000 random
channel realizations.
4.2. Position Accuracy
Figures 4 and 5 show the average positioning accuracy with the exhaustive beam training,
as a function of increasing uplink transmit power and link blockage probability, respectively. It can
be concluded in Figure 4 that positioning accuracy improves with the increase in the uplink
transmit power Pt . Higher the Pt , better the SNR and that will lead to lower PEB, which can seen
from Equation (23). It should be noted that an increase in the number of sounded beams during the
beam training phase provides more Fisher information and that leads to better positioning accuracy,
and, hence, lower PEB. However, with the increase in link blockage probability Pb , there will be less
active or unblocked beams, resulting in lower Fisher information and higher PEB, as shown in Figure 5,
for the increasing link blockage probability.
Performance gap between multi-point reception and BS selection method decreases with the
increase in Pb . The behavior is expected, since, with the higher link blockage probability, there will
only be a few active beams that are contributing to the Fisher information.
Finally, coordinated multi-point reception performs significantly better for all the simulation
parameters, i.e., link blockage probability and uplink transmit power. The performance improvement
obtained with the joint reception can be clearly seen from the empirical CDF in Figure 6.
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Figure 4. Average positioning accuracy as a function of increasing uplink transmit power Pt with the
link blocking probability Pb = 0.
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Figure 5. Average positioning accuracy as a function of increasing link blockage probability Pb with
the uplink transmit power Pt = 15 dBm.
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Figure 6. Empirical CDF of average positioning accuracy with different link blocking probabilities Pb
and uplink transmit power Pt = 15 dBm for multi-point reception (solid line) and BS selection method
(dashed line).

4.3. Achievable Throughput
Figures 7 and 8 show the spectral efficiency, assuming exact location of each user is perfectly
known, as a function of increasing transmit power and link blockage probability, respectively.
As expected, spectral efficiency is monotonically increasing with the increase in uplink transmit
power Pt , shown in the Figure 7. It can be seen, when all LoS links are available, i.e., link blockage
probability Pb = 0, both single-BS and multi-point reception provide comparable performance and
converges only at very high transmit power. In other words, reduced analog beamforming gain because
of the compromise receive beam w̄b ∀b is recovered with joint reception and efficient interference
management to other users. However, for all other cases, coordinated multi-point reception performs
significantly better and further this performance gap is also increasing with the increase in link blockage
probability Pb . This behavior is also expected, with the higher Pb , it is more likely that the dominant
LoS link to the connected BS is not available in the single-BS method. However, joint-reception not
only provides additional links because of the compromise superposition beam but can also implement
efficient interference management to other active users, thus higher user-rate, as shown in Figure 8.
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In the Figures 9 and 10, we show achievable spectral efficiency with exact and estimated user’s
(k)

location, which is related through the analog beam selection wb between a BS-user pair (b, k).
As shown in Figure 4, multi-point reception provides relatively better localization accuracy, thus
better estimates of the user’s position with respect to the exact location, which leads to better spectral
efficiency, illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. With the coordinated multi-point reception, estimated
position accuracy is in the order of sub-meter level. Thus, the difference between exact and estimated
position is relatively small. Therefore, we can choose the exact receive beam at each coordinating
BS and hence the performance is comparable to the case when user’s location is perfectly known.
In contrast, for the BS selection method, the performance gap is because of poor estimate of user
location. The performance gain obtained with the joint reception can be clearly seen from the empirical
CDF, shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 7. Achievable spectral efficiency assuming exact user location as a function of increasing uplink
transmit power Pt for the link blocking probability Pb of Pb = 0 (solid line), Pb = 0.4 (dotted line) and
Pb = 0.8 (dash-dotted line).
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Figure 8. Achievable spectral efficiency assuming exact user location as a function of increasing link
blockage probability Pb for the uplink transmit power Pt of Pt = 5 dBm (dashed line) and Pt = 15 dBm
(solid line).
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Figure 9. Achievable spectral efficiency with as a function of increasing uplink transmit power Pt with
the link blocking probability Pb = 0.4 for multi-point reception (solid line) and BS selection method
(dashed line).
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Figure 10. Achievable spectral efficiency as a function of increasing link blockage probability Pb with
the uplink transmit power Pt = 15 dBm for multi-point reception (solid line) and BS selection method
(dashed line).
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Figure 11. Empirical CDF of achievable spectral efficiency with link blocking probability Pb = 0.8 and
uplink transmit power Pt = 15 dBm for exact user location (solid line) and estimated user location
(dashed line).
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we explore the viability of using coordinated multi-point reception to provide better
positioning accuracy and higher data-rate in harsh channel conditions. Our proposed approach is
scalable to arbitrary mmWave based multi-point configurations and dense deployments. For the
evaluation of localization accuracy, we adopted CRLB and provided its dependence of different
parameters using the closed-form expressions. It was shown that coordinated multi-point reception
provides better positioning quality. By numerical simulations, we verified our analysis and observed
that joint reception not only provides high user rate but also stable connectivity and superior
localization performance.
For the future work, interest is to consider multi-point sub-set selection and users assignment
problem for more reliable and robust joint positioning and communication with fewer BSs.
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